HELP EINSTEIN CONTINUE IN HIS TRANSATLANTIC QUEST TO SUPPORT EMDR

A beautiful quilted wall hanging, (86 cm x 86 cm) was created in 2005 to honor the spirit of EMDR. Designed and crafted by Anneke Van Hoecke, a Belgian EMDR therapist, the hanging was auctioned in a spirited transatlantic auction as a fund raiser for HAP Europe. The bidding came down to two—the EMDRIA President, Barb Hensley, and a European (who are you?). After an exhilarating bidding contest and a very generous donation it was taken to the US by Barb Hensley and shown proudly at the 2005 EMDRIA Conference in Seattle, Washington. Seven years later, Barb has graciously donated this wonderful piece of art to the EMDR Research Foundation.

The Foundation is holding a drawing for this unique wall hanging to support research in EMDR. Once again Einstein can be a source of support to the worldwide EMDR Community. ONLY 200 chances at $50 USD each will be sold!

But Wait….

What if the lucky contributor hails from elsewhere? Then Einstein will continue his journey around the world to support EMDR!

EMDR Europe, don’t miss this chance. Let’s have some fun while donating to a very worthy cause: EMDR Research!

Buy YOUR chance(s) to win NOW online at www.emdrresearchfoundation.org

All proceeds will go to the EMDR Research Foundation. For more detailed information about the wall hanging, please visit www.emdrresearchfoundation.org.

The EMDR Research Foundation supports quality research in EMDR and ensures that mental health professionals and consumers are knowledgeable about EMDR.
The Guardian’s Story:
Barbara Hensley, Past President of EMDRIA and Board Member, EMDR Research Foundation

“The Einstein Quilt showcased and then auctioned in 2005 at the “Where Science and Practitioners Meet” EMDR Europe Conference in Brussels, Belgium. This piece represents so much more than the amazing talent and artistry of its creator, Anneke van Hoecke. The importance and significance of the quilt struck me at first glance. I viewed it as a reflection of the evolution of EMDR, which has become a psychotherapeutic orientation with a science of its own. This masterpiece embodies the courageous spirit of EMDR practitioners who strive for the highest standards in clinical research and practice. After lively bidding, I became the proud owner of the quilt and brought it back to the United States. As EMDRIA President it was my honor to display the Einstein Quilt in front of the podium as I addressed the EMDRIA Conference in Seattle.

It was always my intent to be open to the possibility of the quilt returning to its original home or finding a new home. So now it is time to surrender my guardianship and I invite those who appreciate the beauty of the quilt and wish to contribute to the future of EMDR research to enter the EMDR Research Foundation’s drawing.”

The Creator’s Story:
Anneke van Hoecke, Belgian EMDR Therapist

“Once I had envisioned the logo, I knew I would try to create a quilt using the patchwork technique called “free style quilting”. Using many different left-over fabrics I got from many different friends, I gradually transformed the black and white picture of Albert Einstein and Ludwig Cornil’s arm into a colorful patchwork.

I then quilted this top layer with a middle layer (‘batting’) and a back layer (‘backing’) to make it strong and soft at the same time. It forms a square measuring 34 “ x 34” (86cm x 86cm). I donate this ‘piece of art” to the Humanitarian Assistance Program, to support its cause...”

The New Guardian: You have the opportunity to add your name and your motivation to this story of talent, artistry, humanity and creativity.

Buy your chance to win the Einstein wall hanging in our drawing now!